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DR LISA ANDERSON 

The Andrew Marr Show, 22nd March 2020 

 

(Rough transcript, check against delivery) 

 

DR LISA ANDERSON 

Cardiologist, St George’s Hospital   

 

AM: And asked her what it’s like in her hospital now. 

 

LA: Well, I’ve just spoken to my on-call colleague at St George’s 

and interestingly, they are also feeling this eerie calm before the 

storm.  At St George’s we already have four of our wards full of 

COVID patients and one ward which has been put aside which is 

for all of the COVID patients who are being palliated as end of life 

care.  CTITU which is the intensive care unit is currently near 

capacity, but as of yesterday evening, we still had three to four 

beds.  The strange thing is that there's been a drop-off in people 

coming in with all the other conditions, whether that’s because the 

message is getting across about the very high frequency of COVID 

in our acute hospitals now and that’s keeping people away, but 

obviously there's a hidden activity that we’re not seeing, and we’re 

going to have to wait and see what the next few hours and days 

bring. 

 

AM: A lot of doctors have expressed worry about their own 

personal protection equipment, the masks and the gowns and the 

gloves and so forth.  The Deputy Chief Medical Officer of the NHS 

has said that these issues of providing masks and other equipment 

has been resolved.  Has it? 

 

LA: Absolutely not.  The current guidance that Public Health 

England has adopted is not in line with the WHO 

recommendations and until it is, doctors in the UK, and nurses 

particularly, are unsafe. 
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AM: Now of course, one of the other big issues in hospitals is 

testing.  If NHS staff are not being tested regularly for COVID-19, 

then they may themselves be super-spreaders in the wards and 

around the hospitals.  Again I ask, are you getting the tests you 

require? 

 

LA: Absolutely not and that is a problem for our workforce as well.  

So currently, if any member of our family is ill, we’re not allowed 

to go into work and we’re not being tested, so obviously if the 

family member could be tested and was negative, then we could 

be released to go into work.  So there's an absolutely nonsensical 

situation where at the same time as telling us we can’t work for 

two weeks because a family member, a child often may have a 

common cold, we’re letting our nurses and doctors work for many 

hours at a time, 12 hours for the nurses, in wards with absolutely 

minimal protection, just a paper face mask, short gloves and a 

little halter neck apron. 

 

AM: To people watching, who may not yet be taking this 

completely seriously, what is your message to them? 

 

LA: The current way we’re working in the NHS is actually, I think, 

adding to the problem because it’s not just that we’re infecting 

staff.  Those staff are leaving, they’re taking public transport, 

public transport routes are being cut, so the train, the tube trains 

are now packed when they do run.  There's no way to socially 

distance for healthcare workers who are obviously not rich enough 

to travel by taxi and so we are spreading this virus more and 

more.  At the moment, patients who we are discharging who are 

well enough, even whether they’re COVID positive or COVID 

suspected, if they can’t get home on their own, they’re being put 

into ordinary taxis.  The taxis are taking them and then the taxis, 

you know, there's no deep cleaning of those taxis.  Those taxis are 

in circulation.  What we’re doing at the moment is— 
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AM: Nothing like enough. 

 

LA: Yes. 

 

AM: Okay, Dr Anderson, thanks very much indeed for talking to us 

today. 

 

Ends. 


